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dozens of
flu cases
reported

by Emily cahn
Campus News Editor

More than 35 students have reported
having flu-like symptoms in the last one
and a half days and preparations to combat the spread of sickness are escalating,
University officials said Wednesday.
The Student Health Service reported
it saw or screened 17 students with flu
symptoms on Tuesday and an additional
20 students as of noon on Wednesday, said
Sarah Baldassaro, assistant vice president
for communications.
Due to the widespread nature of swine
flu, only patients who have been hospitalized are having their flu swabs tested
for the H1N1 virus, said Dena Iverson,
spokeswoman for the D.C. Department
of Health. Iverson added, however, that
it is “likely” the flu cases at GW are swine
flu, “due to time of year and due to the

See FLU: Page 8

Law school
applications
rise 7 percent
by Matt Rist
Hatchet Staff Writer
The GW Law School saw a 7 percent
increase in applications for this year’s
class and administrators say the increase
could be due to tougher economic times,
a law school administrator said Tuesday.
Gregory Maggs, senior associate dean
for academic affairs in the law school, said
the program received more than 9,500 applications this year.
“One reason that our admissions application was up is that a lot of people
figure that the economy is not going to
be good for the next couple of years and
they are going to spend that time in law
school,” Maggs said. “When people can’t
get jobs, they go to school.”
Chris Baum, a first-year law student,
echoed the dean’s sentiments.
“A lot more people are interested in
pursuing a career in law because of the
economy,” Baum said. “They can’t get a
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Tim Savoy, Emma McCormick, Leslie Jessen and Monika Wysocki (L-R) traveled to Ethiopia this summer with Learning Enterprises, a volunteer
program. The group was detained for three days and eventually deported by the Ethiopian government.

Detained: Three days in Ethiopia
by Hadas Gold and tamara el waylly
Hatchet Staff Writers
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School gets presidential pep talk FB Association loses
Obama adviser,
campus plan appeal
delegate aim to
inspire students

Court overrules
neighbors' objections
to expansion

by Gabrielle Bluestone
Metro News Editor
School Without Walls students
received a unique back-to-school
pep talk Tuesday from an Obama
cabinet member as part of an initiative that saw government officials visit schools across the nation
Tuesday.
Christina Romer, a college
professor and economic adviser
to President Barack Obama, appeared at the school with D.C. Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton (D),
who spoke briefly at the beginning
of the 45-minute discussion. The
appearance was part of a nationwide “My Education, My Future”
event where students watched an
Obama speech on television and
then discussed the importance of
education with government officials. Romer recounted the role
of education in her life, and ex-

ARTS

Struggling for space
Musical groups look for
places to practice. • Page 7

by Gabrielle Bluestone
Metro News Editor

viktors dindzans | photo editor

D.C. Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton (D) addressed students at the School Without Walls Tuesday after President Barack Obama's televised speech.

pounded on the benefits of attending college from an economist’s
point of view.
“A crucial fact is that education
has both private and social benefits. That is, it’s good both for the
individual and for society,” Romer
said, citing a Harvard study that
showed college graduates typi-

cally earn 81 percent more than
high school graduates. “What this
means is that education helps to
improve living standards for individuals. Higher education is associated with greater self-reported
life satisfaction. And likewise,
having a job that requires special

See SWW: Page 6
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The study abroad scam
Columnist Alex Shoucair decries cost of study abroad
program. • Page 4
Men's soccer dominates UDC

SPORTS

Senior Andy Stadler scores three goals in 7-1 GW win.
• Page 10

Working for
Obama
Five students get
prestigious White
House internship,
while alum nabs fellowship. • Page 3

The Foggy Bottom Association
lost a two-year appeal of GW’s
20-year campus plan last week,
but succeeded in challenging the
method the University uses to
count the number of students using the Foggy Bottom campus.
The neighborhood group,
which often finds itself at odds
with the University, filed a complaint with the D.C. Court of
Appeals after the city’s Zoning
Commission approved two applications from GW in 2007. The
applications were for the University’s 20-year campus plan and
a Planned Unit Development
(PUD), which would open up
more land for construction, FBA
attorney Con Hitchcock said in

NEWS

April.
The University requested the
PUD to meet needs for more facilities, more undergraduate housing
and the University’s planned expansion, according to the decision,
which was handed down Sept. 3.

"Our view is that
anybody that is oncampus, taking class,
should count towards
that enrollment cap,"
Asher corson
Foggy Bottom Association
President
“The University is pleased
that the D.C. Court of Appeals has
upheld the Zoning Commission’s
order approving the 2007 Foggy
Bottom Campus Plan,” University President Steven Knapp said

See FBA: Page 3
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In Brief
Howard students voice
aid, housing concerns

Students at Howard University have
been protesting against University officials
since last Friday, airing grievances regarding
housing and financial aid.
Union workers and hundreds of students
gathered outside the University's administration building to express frustrations with the
school, according to Howard's student newspaper, The Hilltop.
Workers protested the University's employment practices and students voiced
concerns over delayed financial aid and validation of students, as well as a shortage of
on-campus housing.
A list of student demands was addressed
Wednesday by Howard University President
Sidney Ribeau in a three-page letter to the
student body.
The Hilltop also reported that a meeting with Ribeau, administrators and student
leaders was slated to take place this past Tuesday, but Howard Student Association President Bryan Smart said students cancelled the
meeting because it was not a public meeting.
Ribeau told the paper that he did not receive
notification of the cancellation.
“We take the concerns raised by our students very seriously and are dedicated to
finding solutions. As such, we will continue
to meet with student leadership in an environment of mutual respect – as we have done
on a regular basis since the beginning of this
administration – to find answers,” Ribeau
said in his letter.
Ribeau added that some issues raised
have been addressed since Friday’s protest,
including extension of financial aid office
hours and that Howard’s recycling program,
which was scheduled to launch Sept. 1, will
begin before the end of the month.
“Our ability to address a number of these
issues will require additional resources and
the strategic reallocation of existing resources,” Ribeau said.
The list of student demands had called
for the establishment of wireless connectivity for the whole campus by Nov. 1, as well
as the immediate resignation of executive
leadership in the Office of Student Affairs for
various reasons, including intimidation of
students.
Smart could not be reached for comment.
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Konrad Kopczynski, a junior, strips while singing West Side Story’s “I Feel Pretty” at an audition for Forbidden Planet Productions’ annual performance of “The Rocky Horror Picture Show.”

Calendar
Thursday

“The Day Before: A Conference on
the National Security Implications of
Climate Change.”
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., will deliver the
keynote address for this half-day conference
hosted by the Elliott School. RSVP required.
Jack Morton Auditorium | 8:15 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

Friday
First annual Freshman Day of
Service
Freshmen will partake in community service throughout D.C.,
Northern Virginia and Maryland in
this University-sponsored event.
University Yard | 12 p.m. to 7
p.m.

Saturday
9/11 Candlelight vigil
Students will hold a
candlelight vigil to remember those who were
lost during the Sept. 11,
2001 terrorist attacks in
New York.
University Yard | 6:30 p.m.

“Nancy Graves: Inspired Vision Sculpture, Paintings, Drawings”
Check out artwork by Nancy
Graves, known for her three-dimensional work. The show will be on
display from Sept. 9 to Oct. 23.
MPA building, 2nd Floor | 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

- Amy D’Onofrio

Multimedia
Correction

In "I don't drink and vote" (Sept. 8, p. 3)
The Hatchet misspelled the name of writer
Eshawn Rawlley's organization. The correct
spelling is The Enosinian Society.

Video

blog

Web exclusive

Web Editor Amanda Lindner hits the
streets to ask students about H1N1.

Part of H Street closed during incident.

See what legislation passed and failed at the first
SA Senate meeting of the year.

How are you preparing for swine flu?

Small gas leak forces evacuation of
Fulbright Hall

The Student Association’s first meeting
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Alum nabs White House job
Veteran has
served in eight
tours of duty
by Brittany Dibble
Hatchet Reporter
Alumnus and Lt. Col.
Rob Lyman is one of 15 individuals appointed to the most
recent class of White House
Fellows, the White House has
announced.
Lyman, who has served
eight times in Iraq, Afghanistan
and parts of Asia, said he will
take a one-year hiatus from his
military duties to serve at the
White House. The 38-year-old
earned his master’s degree in
organizational
management
from GW in 2001.
“This is a wonderful opportunity to continue to serve
and grow and become a more
accomplished officer,” Lyman
said. “To be able to serve at the
national level – this is a great experience to broaden horizons.”
Created in 1964 by former
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
the White House Fellow program gives American leaders in
all fields of expertise “first hand,
high-level experience with the
workings of the Federal government,” according to the Fellowship's Web site. Lyman will
likely have the opportunity to

interact with President Barack
Obama on occasion throughout
the year but will primarily be
working with senior officials at
the Department of Transportation on administrative issues.
Acceptance into the program is highly selective, but
it’s hardly the only noteworthy
accomplishment Lyman has
earned.
Hailing from Walkersville,
Md., Lyman entered the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute as
an Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps student with an
interest in electrical engineering.
After receiving a scholarship for
the ROTC program, he knew he
wanted to be in the military.
“The bug bit me and I really
wanted to serve,” he said.
Soon after graduation, the
lieutenant colonel became an
Air Force officer and aided
post-Sept. 11 work with Combined Air Operations.
After six years of service,
Lyman was accepted into the
Intermediate Developmental
Education program with the
Air Force, where he earned his
master’s degree from GW.
“When I was here it was
great to be associated with all
of the great resources GW has
to offer – both online and on
campus,” Lyman said. “Especially the Gelman Library. I love
books and it’s great to go somewhere where it’s quiet and you
can feel a book.”
Since graduating from GW,
Lyman has been serving as the

commander of the 96th Communications Squadron at Eglin
Air Force Base in Pensacola,
Fla.
“It’s a beautiful place to
boot,” Lyman said, “But it’s
great to be back in the modernday Rome, Washington D.C.”
In addition to his military
service, his volunteer efforts
with college and high school
students seeking technologyrelated scholarships have twice
earned him the Military Outstanding Volunteer Service
Medal.
Meeting members of the selection commission – which included Gen. Wesley Clark and
former Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle – was a highlight
of the selection process for Lyman.
“It was fun to get to know
them and talk to them,” Lyman
said. “But also very humbling.
These panelists are very accomplished.”
Lyman insists anyone can
serve their country.
“Find your way to serve,”
Lyman said. “Everyone has issues they are passionate about,
regardless of their field of study.
Look to serve. Become a public
servant or elected official. Join
the military. Even those in the
business community can serve
by doing volunteer work or donating their income to a worthy
cause. It’s remarkably rewarding. You get a lot more out of
that than you give.” u

Admins consider sustainable fund
Students
brainstormed
sustainable fund
by Emily cahn
Campus News Editor
The Office of Sustainability
is considering starting a fund to
ensure funding for eco-friendly
projects, officials said earlier
this month.
Currently in its planning
stages, the fund would use
money saved from implementing energy- and cost-saving
programs to finance future
sustainable projects around
campus, said Meghan ChappleBrown, director of the Office of
Sustainability. Students, faculty

FBA
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in a statement. “With this
ruling, the University will
now be able to move forward with our commitments
to support establishment
of the Foggy Bottom Historic District, to institute
a streetscape plan for the
Foggy Bottom campus and
to continue with plans for
retail as part of the Square
54 project.”
FBA President Asher
Corson, who is also a GW
alumnus, said the group has
decided not to appeal the
decision after discussing it
at an executive board meeting Tuesday night. They are
also happy that the methodology used by the University to calculate the number of
students at GW will be sent
back to the zoning commission for review. GW currently counts students through a
“primary relationship” test,
where students who live
or take classes at the Foggy
Bottom campus are counted,
but students residing at or

and staff members will be able
to apply for money from the
fund to implement their own
environmentally friendly ideas.
“We would take proposals
for projects for different places
around campus from students,
faculty and staff, saying, for
example ‘We need to have automatic lights in classrooms,'”
Chapple-Brown explained. “The
fund would pay for those lights
and the money that we save in
energy costs would go back into
the fund to fund more projects.”
Executive Vice President
and Treasurer Lou Katz said
he thinks the fund could be a
successful way to finance green
projects around campus.
“I do think that the idea is
a good one and I support the
establishment of a fund at GW,”
Katz said in an e-mail. “Other
universities have been success-

ful with these funds.”
University President Steven
Knapp said the fund idea came
from students, and said he was
supportive of the plan.
“I am aware of this thoughtful and creative proposal, which
came to us directly from our
students, and I very much supported our hiring four students
as interns to work on developing it over the course of this
past summer,” Knapp said in
an e-mail. “Their recommendations are now in the hands of
Meghan Chapple-Brown as Director of our Office of Sustainability, who is working on the
best way to implement them.”
To ensure a project's success, Katz said, there would
need to be “rules that provide
incentives to the various stakeholders” that would encourage
them to invest in the fund. u

taking all their classes at the
Mount Vernon campus are
not, according to the decision.
“The reason that we appealed specifically on the enrollment cap issue is because
our view is that GW’s way
of counting students isn’t
sufficient. Our view is that
anybody that is on-campus,
taking class, should count
towards that enrollment cap,
not just people that live oncampus,” Corson said. “GW
has tried to use certain, at
least in the FBA’s view, loopholes to wiggle around having to abide by that enrollment cap. I think that was
proven by the fact that the
court sent it back to the zoning commission.”
The decision will not affect the parts of the campus
plan that were not reversed
on appeal, Hitchcock said,
but added the FBA is pleased
with the decision because
“the number of students on
campus has been a concern
of the community for years,
given the vast increases in
enrollment over the last 10
or 20 years.”

“We’re pleased the court
agreed with us on the student head count issue and
disappointed about the other arguments,” Hitchcock
said. “A split decision is not
that unusual in cases challenging agency decisions.
The case will be sent back to
the zoning commission later
this fall and it will decide
how it wants to approach
the issue.”
The lawsuit arose after
GW submitted the application to the zoning commission in 2006. The FBA originally moved to postpone the
application so that a comprehensive environmental
review of the plans, which
included 18 sites slated for
development, could be carried out. The commission
denied the motion, held a
public hearing and approved
the applications.
The Court of Appeals decision found that there was
adequate protection in the
zoning commission’s procedure to ensure that there
would be sufficient environmental reviews and declined
to reverse the decision. u
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Interning for Obama
Five GW
students will work
at White House
by Michelle Brown
Hatchet Reporter
Five
GW
students
scored the Holy Grail of internships this semester after
being selected for the Fall
2009 White House Intern
Program.
Dele Butler, Brandi Carson, Emily Hotez, Taylor
Stanek, and Christine Walz
were among 115 selected
nationwide for the prestigious internship. The only
university with more White
House interns is Georgetown University, with six
students selected.
The White House's Web
site said the program is
“highly competitive,” and
while it did not say how
many students applied, the
site said the program received “great enthusiasm”
this year.
While some of the duties
required of the interns include administrative work
– like answering phones
and mail – they also get the
chance to research policy in
their specific departments,
draw up news briefings,
and work closely with senior officials in the Obama
administration.
“I will be working in the
Domestic Policy department
of the Office of the Vice President, so a lot of what I will
be doing will depend on the
office’s policy agenda,” said
Stanek, a senior.
Hotez and Stanek said
they were thrilled to be selected for the internship.
Attempts to contact Butler,
Carson and Walz were unsuccessful.
“I could not be happier
I have an internship in such
a busy and exciting place,”
Hotez said in an e-mail.
Stanek added that part of
the reason he came to GW
was to be eligible for prestigious internships.
“I came to GW in part
because of all of the internship opportunities around
the city, but it wasn’t until
last year’s election that I se-

Michelle Rattinger | assistant photo editor

Taylor Stanek stands in front of the White House, where he will
intern this fall along with four other GW students.
riously considered a White
House internship as a possibility,” Stanek said.
Interns are unpaid, but
the position is still coveted
by students nationwide for

“I could not be
happier I have an
internship in such
a busy and
exciting place.”
emily hotez
White House intern
and GW junior
the contacts the interns will
make with senior officials
and administrators in the
White House.
“Hopefully, I can use
the skills and contacts I will

gain to find a paying job
after I graduate,” Stanek
said.
Neither
Hotez
nor
Stanek were seriously involved in any political organizations before their internships at the White House.
“Upon finding out about
my acceptance, I immediately felt overwhelmed as I
was sure all of the interns
would be so much more
politically knowledgeable,”
Hotez said, adding that she
began her internship a week
ago.
The White House's Web
site said they were looking
for applicants to convey
their “commitment to public service” to be considered
for the position.
“Some of the other internships and jobs I’ve held
around campus and the city
certainly helped me get into
the program, and will hopefully help me do my job
well,” said Stanek. u
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Staff Editorial

A Kingston-sized meltdown

Steps for studying abroad

Imagine you are volunteering in a foreign country, teaching English to young children. One day, members of the military come
and arrest you, and three days later, you are
deported. For seven GW students, this scenario was a reality.
The students volunteered through the
program “Learning Enterprises,” a nonprofit
through which college students can teach
English in a developing region of the world.
Many of the details and motives of their arrests are unknown. But factors surrounding
the incident worked against the students.
We don’t blame the circumstances of the
arrest on the volunteers, but the lesson here
is one all who study abroad should know.
While going through a U.S.-based – even a
GW-based – program may mean less hassle,
it does not necessarily mean less preparation.
Students must thoroughly research their projected destination and the region they will inhabit, especially when studying in underdeveloped or politically tumultuous countries.
A good place to look for information
about a destination is the State Department’s
Web site, which offers an alphabetical list
of countries complete with a profile, background information and the ambassador's
name. It also features travel warnings issued
to describe conditions that make a country
unstable and potentially dangerous. Once
you have secured your passport and the necessary visas, register with your destination’s
nearest U.S. Embassy or consulate under the
Web site’s study abroad page.
Going online is a start, but if your destination is listed on the warnings page, the next
step should be to visit the State Department in
person and meet with a representative. Faceto-face contact with a representative will be
valuable for learning all you can about your
host country, and can help ensure a stress-free
and safe experience.
This is not meant to deter students from
studying abroad. Programs are meant to be
enjoyed, and usually are. But occasionally, an
incident occurs that can drastically alter the
trip for those involved. The experiences of the
GW students in Ethiopia prove that an average day abroad can swiftly turn into a frightening and unprecedented saga. When you go,
make sure you’re prepared.

Foggy Bottom Headache
Almost five years ago, this editorial page
made a very simple request: “The Foggy Bottom Association should use newly acquired
funds to improve the neighborhood, rather
than to initiate litigation against GW.” Instead,
the FBA has done the exact opposite.
More than two years after its filing, the
FBA’s appeal against the 20-year campus plan
has been struck down. At the same time, a
complaint about how GW counts its students
has been sent back to the Zoning Commission.
The FBA has expressed desire to continue their
tradition of filing complaints against GW by
moving forward with this new appeal.
This is yet another opportunity for the
FBA to change their relations with the University. Instead of continuing its appeal, the
FBA needs to drop this claim and (finally) put
forward a good-faith effort to work with the
University to better our community, rather
than make endless attempts to impede all
University efforts.
As a display of pure desperation, the
FBA once claimed that study abroad students
should be counted in the number of GW students in Foggy Bottom, despite the fact that
they use absolutely zero local resources. In the
appeal addressed last week, those complaints
have been scaled back. Instead, the case they
intend to present to the Zoning Commission
will focus mainly on how Mount Vernon students are counted. The FBA claims that all students who use the Foggy Bottom area should
be counted, while disregarding the daily exchange in which students who live in the Foggy Bottom area also attend classes on Mount
Vernon. This exchange reduces the validity
of the claim that these students “contribute
to noise, traffic, and other unfavorable conditions,” as the FBA describes in its appeal.
More than the specific merits of the case,
this appeal is demonstrative of how perverse
the relationship between GW and the FBA has
become. Are they really fighting over the possible inclusion of a couple hundred students
into the student body count? Or the difference
between a “primary relationship” and “intensity of use” test?
If anything, the FBA should use their intensity as a positive force in Foggy Bottom,
rather than to create intense headaches.

Quotable

“The center of gravity in international

relations is shifting from an Atlantic focus
to a more Pacific focus. ”
Former Chinese ambassador to the
United Nations, Wu Jianmin, speaking at
the Elliott School of International Affairs

by Brian Tratner

Never a better time to go Greek
After 150 years, GW's Greek community still thrives

C

ombining all that this Uni- National Panhellenic sororities on
versity and Washington campus, is the largest women’s
D.C. have to offer, GW is organization at GW; and the Inhome to a unique Greek-letter terfraternity Council (IFC), the
community. Members spent thou- governing body of 16 fraternities,
sands of hours – a combined total is the largest men’s organization. If
of more than 25,000, in fact – vol- you join a chapter, you’ll become
unteering in the community last part of a growing community that
year and currently hold a number comprises 22 percent of the stuof important jobs and internships dent body.
all around the city. From GeorgeFraternity men and sorority
town to Capitol Hill, fraternities women are some of the most acand sororities dance the night tive leaders on campus. Whether
away at D.C.’s hoit’s the College
tels and restaurants
Democrats, College
Sarah Sutton and Republicans, the
at semi-formals and
formals. It’s never
Student AssociaChas Pressner
been a better time
tion, various sports
to go Greek at GW.
teams or any of the
After celebrathundreds of clubs
ing the 150th anniversary of GW on campus, fraternity and sorority
Greek-letter life last September, members are involved. Every year,
our campus has renewed its com- GW chapters win awards from
mitment to provide a dynamic both their national organizations
Greek-letter college experience. and the Student Activities Center,
With new resources and innova- highlighting their excellence in ortive programming, it is clear that ganization and service.
the best will only get better in the
But at GW, service does not
coming years.
always mean painting schools
The Panhellenic Association, or holding bake sales. Every fall,
the governing council for the ten all chapters participate in Greek

I

Week, competing against one another to become the Greek Week
champions. You’ll be able to bid
on a fellow Greek-letter member
at the date auction, watch fraternity men dress up in costumes
and cheer on your sisters in field
games, all while raising money for
charity.
If you choose to go Greek, the
most rewarding part will be the
numerous friends you’ll make and
the lifelong bonds you’ll form. Sororities and fraternities are a support system and a home away
from home on campus. Belonging
to a chapter can mean you never
have to worry about whether or
not your college experience is going to be a memorable one.
Sorority recruitment starts this
Thursday and lasts until Monday, Sept. 14. Potential members
will be able to meet the sisters of
all ten sororities throughout the
weekend and see which chapter
fits them best. Don’t worry if you
don’t know what you are doing!
Everyone will be assigned a recruitment counselor to guide you
along the way. The whole process

Stop the study abroad scam

could write an editorial every
week for a year focusing on
GW’s student financial failings
without ever addressing them all.
But for those that study abroad,
the unfairness of the school’s
study abroad tuition policies are
particularly egregious. For years,
students have bemoaned the fundamental injustice of GW’s study
abroad tuition policies, to no avail.
Why should people pay a GW tuition for a non-GW school? It’s a
simple question, for which the
university has never given a satisfactory answer.
Each year, too many students
are robbed by our school’s study
abroad tuition rates. Rather than
being charged what their program
actually costs, students end up
having to pay GW tuition – despite
the fact that (in most cases) they
are not taught by GW professors,
and grades earned abroad cannot
appear on their transcripts. Last
week’s announced changes to the
University’s study abroad tuition
regulations, though, marked a rare
occasion in which the University
at least somewhat acknowledged
the pure insanity of its financial
policies. Now, instead of charging
students thousands more for housing abroad than the housing actually costs, the school will charge a
few hundred less in some cases.
This is sort of like when George
Bush fired Donald Rumsfeld after
six years on the job – it was a good

step, but didn’t do much to solve
the original screw-up.
In my own case, I studied
abroad in Beijing. The entire cost
of my program (tuition, housing,
books, and other fees) came out to
around $13,000. Yet, inexplicably,

Alex Shoucair
Columnist
I was charged with the costs of an
average GW semester – around
$27,000. That is more than double what I would have paid had
I enrolled with my study abroad
program directly. Other non-GW
students in my Beijing program
were shocked to find out I had
to pay my full tuition from back
home. For some of them, studying
abroad had the added bonus of
actually saving them some money. Naturally, I got the short end
of the stick: GW, 14,000. Me, zero.
Somehow, the school has managed to perpetuate this scheme
nearly unchallenged. Students are
left with two unattractive alternatives to the current GW system:
take a semester of leave and receive no actual credit from their
abroad program, or leave the University altogether to enroll directly
with their abroad program, potentially sacrificing all GW scholar-

ships and being forced to re-apply
to GW. Clearly, most students
choose stick with GW because it is
the least-worst option available to
the student body.
Every year, as each new class
of travelers comes to grips with
GW’s policy, a limited amount
of hell-raising occurs. Somehow, though, nothing has ever
changed. It appears that this time
around, the school is attempting
to placate its critics by acknowledging (quite belatedly) that we
are right: we’re getting bilked
for studying abroad, a decision
the school tries to encourage.
The message that administrators
need to hear is that this change
is not enough. Not even close. A
few hundred more dollars for a
few individuals in no way rectifies the wrong committed by
the University against countless students. These new modifications, a positive step though
they may be, should not and will
not satisfy a student body that
has grown excessively cynical
about the intentions of their own
school. The message we have for
the powers-that-be is simple: if
you thought this minor change
would quell the justifiable anger
over the pillaging of our finances
during dire economic times, try
again.
-The writer, a senior majoring in
Asian studies, is a Hatchet columnist.

culminates with Bid Day on Tuesday, when new members celebrate
with their sisters.
IFC recruitment begins this
Monday, Sept. 14 and continues until Oct. 3. Each of the 16 fraternities
will have three events completely
open to any interested undergraduate male. On Oct. 1 and 2, every
fraternity will have two invitationonly events. To be invited to these
events, you must have attended at
least one of the open events. Every
fraternity has different standards
of membership, so it is important
to ask as many questions as you
can during recruitment. Remember, fraternity recruitment is free
of charge, comes with great meals
and is an easy way to meet a lot of
new people. For more information
and a complete schedule of events,
please visit http://www.gwired.
gwu.edu/sac/greek. We look forward to seeing you soon!
–The writers, Sarah Sutton, a
senior majoring in international business, and Chas Pressner, a junior majoring in accounting, are presidents
of the Panhellenic Association and
Interfraternity Council, respectively.

Letter to the
Editor
Elizabeth Bennet could
do better
Reading the new sex column titled "Good Girl, Bad
Girl: Hoping for a Balance,"
(Sept. 8, p. 7) I'm not sure
what offends me more. As
a senior at GW, I have spent
plenty of time reading the sex
column and laughing along
with everyone else. However,
this time it truly offended me,
on behalf of everyone who
has ever been "the nice girl."
Bravo to this studly, virile
man, who has so many girls
drooling after him. There
is nothing we females like
more than a complete tool
who jerks us around, jumping from one girl to the next,
and then decides to "have
[his] cake and eat it too." I
pray that "Julie" has read the
column and called him out
for his heinous behavior. The
worst part? The author's audacity to call himself Mr. Darcy. I can assure you that Miss
Austen would never have
stood for that behavior in a
Darcy. After all, to properly
be Mr. Darcy, the gentleman
has to actually have class.
Senior Kristen McCarthy,
International Affairs

Alex Byers, editor in chief
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Prof. helps pioneer field of fat studies
McCrossin focuses
on fat characters
in literature

CRIME LOG
Burglary
9/2/09 – time unknown – Somers Hall
– case open
A GW student contacted the University
Police Department to
report that her watch
was stolen out of her
jewelry box in her
room.
Open case

by Caitie Daw
Hatchet Reporter
A GW professor is making waves
in an emerging field you may not
know existed – fat studies.
Julia McCrossin, an English professor and doctoral candidate at GW, first
came across the idea of fat studies in
2003 during an introductory cultural
anthropology course. Six years later,
McCrossin is one of the few experts
bringing the field into the national
limelight.
McCrossin said the field of fat
studies encompasses many aspects of
society, from film, literature and popular culture, to anthropology and history. Her studies are often focused on
literary characters and the impact that
the characters' obesity has on the plot
of the novel.
“I wanted to think about why
some characters ‘needed’ to be fat and
how that fatness affected the works in
which they existed in,” she said.
While the cultural concept of “real
women have curves” is hardly new,
the literary study of fatness is. The
discipline is gaining traction, McCrossin said, and her article titled “The
Fat of the (Border) land: Food, Flesh
and Hispanic Masculinity in Willa
Cather ’s Death Comes for the Archbishop” was part of a collection of essays
recently featured in an article in The
New Yorker.
“I came to fat studies because of
one simple thought: as someone who
studies literature, I believe that when
authors create fat characters, they
don’t do so innocently or free from the
cultural baggage fat people have traditionally had,” McCrossin said.
GW’s Department of English has
been supportive of her research, she
said.
“Reactions have always been great.
When you do smart, fun, provocative
research, everyone has an opinion and
likes to talk about what I do,” McCrossin said.
McCrossin continues to present
her work and speak at academic conferences around the world, including
the International Willa Cather Conference in France. She also co-chairs
the fat studies section of the National
Popular Culture Association.
The topic of fat studies is still developing and may not expand in the
same way other disciplines – like
women’s or gay and lesbian studies –
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Destruction
9/5/09 – 9:57 p.m.
– Amsterdam Hall –
case open
UPD responded to a
fire alarm activation
caused when a sprinkler head was broken
off.
Open case
Disorderly Conduct
9/7/09 – 4:15 a.m. –
Thurston Hall – case
closed
UPD responded to a
report of a male subject knocking on doors
and tearing down dry
erase boards. Officers
stopped an individual
matching the description of the subject, and
he admitted to tearing down the signs.
He was subsequently
barred from campus.
Referred to SJS
Anne wernikoff | assistant photo editor

Professor Julia McCrossin looks into how authors use fat characters in literature and film. Fat
studies has gained national attention but is still considered an "emerging" field of identity
issues, she said..
have, she said.
“I don’t know if fat studies will
ever be codified in the academy in
the way that, say, women’s and gender studies has been, but the interdisciplinary nature of fat studies means
that this work is popping up literally
in every liberal arts discipline you can
think of, and some that you can’t,” she
said.
McCrossin is not the only one engaging complex identity studies relating to food and fatness, professor of
English Robert McRuer said. Abby L.
Wilkerson, who teaches in GW's Uni-

versity Writing Program, is finishing a
book on food studies - which is "the politics of food production and consumption globally." McRuer's own work is on
queer and disability studies.
McRuer said McCrossin is going
beyond the traditional ideas of her
field to make fat studies a recognized
part of academia.
"Julia's work in fat studies is drawing attention to class relations, to gender and race, and so it is not simply
identity studies," McRuer said. "... Julia is at the cutting edge of this new
field." u

Hit & Run
9/4/09 – 3:18 a.m.
– Public Property
on Campus – case
closed
UPD responded to a
report of a traffic incident. The complainant
said that an unknown
taxi made a U-turn,
struck his vehicle, and
then sped off quickly.
Referred to Metropolitan Police
Illegal Dumping

9/2/09 – 12:20 p.m.
– Public Property
on Campus – case
closed
UPD responded to a
report of protesters
leaving trash and spitting in the grass in front
of Townhouse Row.
No identifiable suspects
Liquor Law Violation
9/5/09 – 3:00 a.m.
– South Hall – case
closed
UPD officers observed
GW students in the
courtyard of the building consuming alcohol.
Officers identified the
students, and after the
alcohol was disposed
of the individuals were
sent on their way.
Referred to SJS
Simple Assault
9/3/09 – 9:15 p.m. –
Somers Hall – case
open
Officers responded to
a report from a student
that he had gotten in a
fight with another individual. The student
said he believed the
other person was a
student, but was unable to identify him.
Open case
Theft
9/3/09 – time unknown – University
Mall – case closed
Officers responded to a
report of a bicycle theft
from the Ross Hall bike
rack. The student told
UPD officers that he
had secured his bike
earlier in the day and,
when he returned, it
was missing except for
the front wheel, which
was still secured to the
bike rack.
No suspects or witnesses
- Compiled by Amy
D'Onofrio
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job, so they go to law school.”
Baum, however, is optimistic about his own prospects
when he graduates in three
years.
“The economy will turn
around and there will always be
a need for lawyers,” Baum said.
As incoming law students
hope for a brighter future, law
school administrators have
ramped up their efforts to ensure that as many graduates as
possible find jobs in the field,
said Carole Dewey-Montgomery, director of career development for the law school.
Dewey-Montgomery said
the loss of jobs in so many of
the large law firms has made it
more difficult, but not impossible, for graduates to find jobs.
“It’s not completely bleak,

SWW
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education and training is associated with higher job satisfaction.”
Romer also fielded questions from the student audience,
which included social studies
classes from all grades. Audience
members asked the economist
about the effect of the recession
on the government and labor,
the future of health care, and the
effect of the recovery package on
the budget deficit.
Principal Richard Trogisch
said he thought the event was
successful.
“It went very, very well, as
well as we usually expect from
students at Walls. There was
a level of sophistication in the

The GW Hatchet

News
it’s different and that’s where
the problem comes,” Dewey-Montgomery said. “If a
student comes to law school
thinking, ‘I’m going to get the
big firm job and make $160,000
a year’ and not look at anything else, they might have a
problem.”
Maggs said because the
law school is one of the top
feeder institutions to big law
firms, the economic hardships
firms have endured in recent
years has directly impacted
GW graduates.
“We’re usually in the top
ten of schools feeding to big
law firms, so we are hurt by
anything that happens to
them,” Maggs said. “It’s really
a thing that we have a lot of
difficulty adjusting to.”
The career development
center now encourages students to focus more on government positions or those at
smaller firms.

“What we are doing is
bringing attention to other
types of employers to students,” Dewey-Montgomery
said. “We’re doing that more
now because in the past not all
our students had to be worried
about the other employers.”
As the cost of a GW law
degree racks up to almost
$130,000, Dewey-Montgomery
said that the effects of the economy and the cost of tuition
might make some students rethink law school altogether.
“For a number of students,
you really have to sit down
and do a cost-benefit analysis
and some self-assessment,”
Dewey-Montgomery
said.
“In the past, [law school] was
just a default choice, but the
cost now of any law school
means you have to figure out
if this is really what you want
to do.” u
- Keegan Bales contributed to
this report

questions,” he said. “Students
need to see this. They reacted
very positively.”
Romer was introduced by
Jana Curry, a School Without
Walls senior and CEA intern.
“Introducing her was an
honor. I feel proud because she
chose this school because I’m the
only high school intern [at the
CEA],” Curry said. “I’m glad
that people got to hear from an
economist and learn more about
the recession, where it’s standing, how she’s trying to work so
the economy can be better.”
The
speech
followed
Obama’s educational address
at Wakefield High School in
Virginia, where he talked about
the importance of education and
urged students to stay in school
and work hard. The speech
stirred plenty of controversy in
the days before, after conserva-

tives accused the president of
attempting to bring politics to
children.
To appease critics, the White
House released a full text of his
remarks on Monday, the day
before the speech, and the event
passed with only minor protests
outside of the northern Virginia
high school.
“We’re lucky enough to
have heard it before from our
parents and teachers, but the
fact that [Obama] cared so
much to say it to those who
didn’t have a father figure or really important teachers in their
lives meant a lot to me,” Walls
senior Molly Sloss said. “That’s
just a statement in itself, the fact
that he made the speech. And
I expected it to be a lot controversial from all the hype, but it
was just a really nice, inspiring
speech.” u

MPD arrests
student in
Kogan for drug
possession
A GW student was
arrested last week after University Police
Department officers responded to reports of a
group of males smoking marijuana in Kogan
Plaza.
UPD officers discovered a “pungent odor
in the vicinity” of three
male students on Thursday at 2:27 a.m., UPD
Chief Dolores Stafford
said in an e-mail. The
officers were responding to an anonymous
report.
One student was
found to be in possession
of a clear Ziplock bag
containing five smaller
Ziplock bags. All of the
bags contained a green
leaf-like substance that
tested positive for marijuana in a color reaction
test performed on the
scene, according to a
Metropolitan Police report. The report did not
specify how much marijuana the bags contained
nor did it give the name
of the student.
The student who
possessed the drugs,
which were found in his
front pants pocket, was
arrested.

- Gabrielle Bluestone

Ex-ambassador
speaks at ESIA

marie mcgrory | hatchet photographer

Former Chinese Ambassador to the United Nations Wu Jianmin
spoke at the Elliott School of International Affairs Tuesday.

Diplomat discusses
China's position in
new world
by Charles Pulliam
Hatchet Reporter
A former Chinese ambassador to the United Nations
hopes for a world where the
U.S. and China can be allies,
the diplomat said at an Elliott
School event Tuesday afternoon.
Wu Jianmin spoke about
the future of China’s international relations as a part of
GW’s Sigur Center’s lecture
series on Asian identity and
power. China, now more than
ever, Jianmin said, is dedicated
to claiming its spot as a modern
industrial superpower through
inclusive, globally peaceful relations.
This new, more open China
is focused on nation building
that embraces global interconnectedness and thinks intensely intimate relationships
between countries are a source
of strength, not fragility, the
ambassador said. Still, Jianmin emphasized that nations
should not take this new policy
as an invitation to try and control China.
“China has no intentions
of seeking hegemony or making (inclusive) alliances,” Jianmin said. “The country views
all international players as fair
game.”
Taking a look at China’s
economic history, Jianmin did

not deny blemishes on China’s
past – including feudal regimes
that still influence today’s culture and business practices.
Despite the many setbacks
Jianmin sees, he made it clear
that his outlook on the future
is bright.
“The center of gravity in
international relations is shifting from an Atlantic focus to a
more Pacific focus,” the ambassador said. “Asia is the core of
the rising shift in international
relations.”
Jianmin also addressed
concerns over China’s use of
energy. According to the U.S.
Department of Energy's Web
site, China is the third largest
consumer of oil.
“China is in the midst of
three revolutions. An energy
revolution is the first and leads
directly into the other two. The
second level of revolution is industry. The third revolution focuses on the way of life,” Jianmin said. “As China’s energy
usage moves towards greener
systems, its industrial sector as
a whole must change.”
Audience member Christopher Knight, a freshman, said
he was intrigued by the ideas
Jianmin had about the future of
his country.
“I thought he made an interesting point,” he said. “The
issues that have made our relationship fragile have the power
to bring us together.”
The sponsor of the event,
the Sigur Center, is part of the
Elliott School and is the largest
academic center devoted solely
to Asian studies in the United
States. u

Want to join The Hatchet?
join.gwhatchet.com

Arts
Hatchet

Amy Rhodin
Arts Editor
arhodin@gwhatchet.com
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Check this
out...

SpotlightOn...

D.C. Shorts Film Festival
starts this weekend at the
Landmark E Street Cinema.
Price tag? Free!

Caroline Coppel
Contributing Editor
ccoppel@gwhatchet.com

Like Happy Hour? Like Howard
Dean? Then head to Busyboys and
Poets at 6 p.m. next Tuesday for a
discussion on Health Care.

H

If you need a song to listen to
at the gym or alone in your
room, download Miley Cyrus'
"Party in the U.S.A." Now.

Struggling for space

The Girls of The Rocky
Horror Picture Show
by Amy Rhodin
Arts Editor

We’re putting the spotlight on Forbidden Planet Productions, the student theatre group gearing up for
next month’s Rocky Horror Picture
Show. Directors Samantha Dercher
and Nicole Sweeney, along with
choreographer Kate Meroski, took
time off from this week’s auditions
to speak with Hatchet Arts.

What you are directing:
Samantha: The Rocky Horror Picture Show, which has deflowered
GW every Halloween for 15 years!

Who or what inspires you:
S: I’m inspired by my friends in student theatre at GW. I’ve seen them
in so many amazing shows that
challenge and change how I think
about theatre.
Kate: People who are brave
enough to do what they love, despite the odds or practicality.
Nicole- Sam, Ellen, and Kate.

Greatest accomplishment, so far:
N: Being a dude in last year’s production of Rocky.

Where do you see yourself in ten
years:
N: Wandering aimlessly around
West Africa in a hippie van.
K: Ideally, working in any facet of
theatre or film production. Realistically, probably something in the
justice field.
S: Back in the Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom, celebrating what will
then be 25 years of Rocky Horror
at GW!

If you were unable to do your art
anymore, what would you do:
N: I would probably just walk
around campus in a corset, anyway.
K: Watch others.

What is your hidden talent:
S: I can put on lipstick with my
cleavage, like Molly Ringwald’s
character in “The Breakfast Club.”
K: I’m very good at clipping garter belts to stockings. That was
my main job to go around doing
for Rocky last year. I guess I have
nimble fingers?

What can always make you smile:
S: Seeing the crowd lining up outside the theatre on opening night.

Favorite quote from Rocky:

S and K- “Don’t dream it – be it.”

FiveTenTwenty

Michelle Rattinger | assistant photo editor

The GW Vibes are just one of the various student musical performance groups who say that space is sparce on the Foggy Bottom campus.

University aims to increase the number of rehearsal rooms as music groups vie for a place to work
by Caroline COPPel
Contributing Arts Editor
Asked to describe the most recent audition
for The GW Vibes, Erica Manoatl only needed
two words: slightly chaotic.
“We had about 75 people try out, but The
Pitches were there as well,” she said, referring
to another a cappella group on campus. “There
were about 45 people waiting to get inside the
room in Ivory. Space was tight.”
For student musical groups – including outfits like the Vibes and the Pitches – the dilemma
Manoatl described is nothing new. Finding space
to rehearse is often a struggle, as the groups compete with music department students, as well as
each other, for a place to practice.
“I feel like there are too many groups on campus that want the same space at the same time,”
Janine Berenson, a member of the Sirens, said in
an e-mail. “There are just not enough options for
everyone.”
City campuses are not known for being spacious, and GW is no exception. Practice rooms
are limited to Phillips Hall and Ivory Tower,

dance plaza. FREE

space constraints, but other halls have space,” he
said.
At the beginning of each semester, groups
that want to request rehearsal space go to the music department on a designated day. Again, space
is allotted on a first come, first serve basis. Once a
group receives a specific room, however, practice
time is not guaranteed. Joe Parsons, a senior with
The Vibes, said he arrived at Phillips Hall at 8:30
a.m. on Tuesday, a half hour before the music department opened.
“I was first in line,” he said. “It’s what we
have to do to get a decent practice space.”
The University has taken steps to increase
practice space available to students and groups
that are not affiliated with the department,
though. Pelham Hall, which is currently undergoing extensive renovations, will feature six music practice rooms, said Robert Snyder, senior adviser to the dean of freshmen, in an e-mail.
For Manoatl, the new space, set to open in
2010, will be helpful but not a solution.
“It will be nice, but the majority of students
don’t live on the Vern,” she said. “A lot of groups
would have to commute.”

From receSs to rap

There are no limits when it comes to the way Travis Helwig channels his creativity
by Megan Friend
Hatchet Reporter
For students of theatre and sociology, the
world of rap music may not seem like the next step
after graduation. For GW alum Travis Helwig, it is
just another part of his creative process.
“Hip hop is something I found that, I don’t
know, I can really just have fun with it,” said Helwig, a graduate student at NYU’s Tisch School of
the Arts.
“Big Move, Tiny Mix-tape” is the product
of this find: an autobiographical rap album that
charts his path from his humble hometown to the
nation’s capital to the boroughs of New York City.
Between samplings of Johnny Cash, Third Eye
Blind and Matchbox 20, Helwig interjects his own
humorous freestyle and a beat that was created
four years ago on his laptop.
“I recorded this two weeks before moving to
New York about this move in my life,” said Helwig, a Stamford, Conn. native.
The move was one that took him away from
the world of GW, where Helwig was a staple on
the arts scene. Besides writing and directing a play
for Generic Theatre Company last Spring and acting with various other theatre groups on campus,
Helwig was mostly found doing improv during
midnight shows with receSs. During his four years
in the notorious comedy group, he became used to
performing for sold out audiences of drunk kids
who all knew his name.
“ReceSs had this freak ability to get large
crowds to see us perform,” said Helwig. “So maybe I was a bit lazier; I didn’t have to work that hard
and people would still laugh.”
Now, the tables have turned. Helwig is putting
in a lot of effort by doing rap and stand-up around
his new home in Brooklyn, N.Y. and taking classes
with an improvisation studio.
“I could be up there in front of just four or five
people, and I’m really having to prove myself,” he
said.
When Helwig and fellow receSs members
Kevin Mead and Darren Miller began experimenting with freestyle last year, an art form was born.

photo courtesy travis helwig

Helwig, right, performs a selection from "Big Move, Tiny Mix-tape" with his producer, Mike Falzone, at a
show in Bridgeport, Conn.
Last May, the boys collaborated with Paul
Briganti, a New York-based comedian, to create a spoof on Asher Roth’s infamous song, “I
love College”. The Youtube hit featured Helwig, Mead and Miller rapping about their love
of deli meats.
Back in New York, Helwig is back to work
with Briganti. He is a contributing writer for
Briganti’s film company, Landline, and is
working on a script to bring to Comedy Central.

“Here in Brooklyn, this is the place to be
if you’re young and excited about being creative,” Helwig said.
And as he starts to immerse himself in the allencompassing world of graduate school for theatre, screen and TV writing, Helwig has no hesitation when it comes to discussing his future plans.
“I need comedy to keep myself sane,” he said.
Helwig will return to the Betts Theatre to perform at a receSs alumni show on Oct. 2
-Amy Rhodin contributed to this article

A weekly entertainment guide for the cash-strapped college student.

If you have

$5

with a few additional spaces in other residence
halls and the Marvin Center. None of the rooms
can be reserved, so all the space is available on
a first come, first serve basis. And the music department oversees the rooms in Phillips Hall, the
Marvin Center and Ivory Tower, meaning music
students get first priority.
“I’ll admit, it is catch as catch can for the nonmusic department students,” department chair
Dr. Karen Ahlquist said.
Size is also a problem. Most practice rooms,
particularly the ones in Phillips Hall, were designed for individual students to use. Large
groups often find those rooms are not suited for
them.
As a result, the larger rooms in Ivory Tower
are “overrun” with groups wanting to practice,
Manoatl said.
“It’s really difficult, but we’ve just accepted
that’s the way it is,” she said.
Dr. Robert Baker, the director of performance
studies for the music department, said he has received complaints about a lack of space.
“I tell them there are hundreds of students
enrolled [in the department], and that there are

Save your money
and head out to the
Adams Morgan Day
Festival on Sept. 13.
Highlights include live
music, food, and a

If you have

$10

Dance the night
away on Sept. 12 at
the Black Cat. The
club is hosting its
classic Mousetrap
event, and they’ll
play a wide selection of Britpop tunes.

If you have

$20

at the 9:30 Club on Sept 11.

Catch
Norwegian
pop sensation Sondre Lerche
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fact that H1N1 is the prominent strain” of the flu currently circulating. Baldassaro declined to comment
specifically on whether or
not University officials expect the reported illnesses
are swine flu.
University administrators are urging students “to
stay in their room, to stay
home from class or work,
and avoid contact with
people as much as possible
for at least 24 hours after
fever subsides without the
use of fever reducing medications,” Baldassaro said in
an e-mail.
Because
the
H1N1
strand of the influenza virus is highly contagious,
the University said they
are taking measures to ensure that the University
can continue its day-to-day
operations, including the
upcoming recruitment sessions for Greek-letter life

organizations this weekend.
“The Dean of Students Office is providing
briefings and guidance on
symptoms and prevention
to staff and student groups
as needed, including residence hall staff and sorority and fraternity groups in
advance of rush activities,”
Baldassaro said.
Director
of
Greek
Life Dean Harwood said
that officials are meeting
with sorority recruitment
leaders to help stem the
spread of the flu during
this weekend’s formal recruitment.
“The Dean of Students
Office has scheduled a
briefing with recruitment
leadership on H1N1 symptoms and prevention. We
have supplies of hand sanitizer ready for recruitment
and have advised that any
chapter member with flulike symptoms should not
participate. We have also
asked our Recruitment
Counselors to monitor

for any students with flu
symptoms,” he said in an
e-mail.
In addition, the University is educating professors on how to use specific
Blackboard
technologies
that allow students to communicate with their professors from their residence
hall rooms, so that infected
students can continue their
academic pursuits, without
compromising the health
of others.
Jeffery Lenn, associate
vice president for academic operations, said that
while Blackboard cannot
replace a classroom setting, it can offer professors
the opportunity to lecture
and collect assignments
while students cannot attend classes.
“Instructors have been
told to work closely with
students to help make up
work,” Lenn said. “The assumption is that any work
that is missed will be made
up.”
Professors have been

receptive to the use of the
Blackboard technology.
“Because H1N1 is also
highly contagious, I’ve
told my students to stay at
home if they suspect that
they are coming down with
the flu,” religion professor Irene Oh said, adding
that she is “not taking any
chances,” and plans on using Blackboard throughout
the semester.
Elliott School professor
Kathleen Smith said a student in her class already reported that she was ill with
the flu.
“I did assure my ill student that we would find
a way for her to make up
missed work when she recovered and I urged her
to stay home until she
was genuinely recovered,”
Smith said.
Baldassaro said students can check the Campus Advisories Web site for
updates on the flu situation. u
– Maxwell Nunes contributed to this report.
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ETHIOPIA
from p. 1

Enterprises – a nonprofit,
U.S.-based and student-run
organization dedicated to
sending college students to
teach English to children in
developing areas around the
world.
Field, jail, or hotel
After rounding up the volunteers in McCormick’s town,
the soldiers continued to round
up the volunteers stationed in
the towns of Haramaya, Gobboo, Chelenqo and Deder, all
in eastern Ethiopia and not far
from the Somalian border.
Having spent the night
in a neighboring village to
that of his host family, sophomore Tim Savoy woke up to
a call demanding he return
to his original place of stay,
Chelenqo, – where the Ethiopian police were already waiting.
Savoy remembers no one
having “any idea, none whatsoever” as to the reason of
their arrest. That includes the
LE staff member that was detained along with the volunteers.
Stripped of their cell
phones, their bags searched,
and escorted by Ethiopian
soldiers, the volunteers spent
the next 10 hours traveling to
the Ethiopian capital of Addis
Ababa, where they were questioned at the city’s main immigration center.
“(The soldiers) declined to
tell us anything,” McCormick
said. “It’s like they couldn’t say
anything, or like they didn’t
know of anything to say.”
Sophomore Chelsea Millar
had already been in detainment for six hours at a local
police station in her town before joining the others for the
ten-hour ride.
“The whole (drive) we
were under police observation
with guns, AK-47s, we weren’t
fed,” Millar said.
For the next two days, the
students were given the option
of sleeping in fields or jail for
the night, or paying for their
own hotels.
While in custody, the volunteers were prohibited from
calling their families or even
the U.S. Embassy.
“I tried to sneak away and
call home, tell them to call the
embassy,” Savoy said, but an
officer followed him without
his knowledge, “ripped the
phone out of the wall,” and
told him that outside communication was not allowed.
Once in Addis Ababa,
their passports were confiscated and the volunteers were
each questioned separately,
and as the list of volunteers to
be interrogated grew shorter,
the inventory of the possible
reasons for their detainment
grew longer.
According to the students
interviewed, reasons for their
detainment ranged from, at
first, being under a possible
security threat, to having the
wrong visa.
“By the time they got
around to me, they had
formed this idea that ... we
weren’t there to start a revolution, weren’t teaching political
propaganda. They decided
to deport us on a technicality
regarding our visas,” Millar
said.
The students said Ethiopian government officials informed them that their tourist visas were illegal because
they were teaching English, a
service, which, under a tourist visa, was not permissible.
Despite the fact that some of
the students did have business
visas, the Ethiopian officials
were deaf to the claims that no
money was being exchanged.
Having had their visas
revoked, the government officials ushered them to the
airport, where the volunteers
remained without their passports.
Finally, only hours before
some of their flights were
set to take off, the volunteers
spied the sight that McCormick called “the best moment

of my life.”
U.S. Embassy officials finally appeared at the scene,
carrying with them the volunteer’s passports.
“I don’t think anyone in
that room had been so overjoyed so overwhelmed and
over enthusiastic over anything as when we saw the people from the embassy,” Millar
said. After being under police
supervision for 60 hours, “it
was just an awesome feeling
to be able to have some freedom back.”
What the embassy never
knew
The embassy and the participants’ parents had been
aware of the situation from the
day they were first detained.
LE, however, never required
the participants to register
with the U.S. Embassy before
they traveled to Ethiopia.
The organization recommends students register with
the U.S. Embassy before entering the country but does
not require it, Director of Programming Katrina Shankland
said.
“This is completely unprecedented,” Shankland said.
“The prior two summers of
our involvement (in Ethiopia)
had absolutely no problem. Of
course we’re baffled and a little
bit shocked but we’re happy
the participants are home.”
Millar said that when embassy officials came to their
aid, they told the participants
that if they had informed the
U.S. officials of where they
were planning on working,
they would have been warned
from going there.
“The area we were in was
closer to the Somalian side, it
was just an area of the country
we weren’t necessarily supposed to be in,” Millar said.
“That was something that we
didn’t even realize when we
had left.”
Specific
information
about the incident cannot
be divulged because of privacy laws, State Department
spokesperson Laura Tischler
said. Information and travel
warnings about the region are
on the State Department’s Web
site, she said.
The site reminds American
citizens that the U.S. Embassy
strongly discourages travel to
Ethiopia’s Somali region. The
students were in the Oromiya
region, where the Web site
states that armed insurgent
groups operate.
“Now after coming back
I’ve looked in books that talk
about traveling to Ethiopia
and in those books they say
making sure you have the
right visa,” Millar said.
Masked by speculation
and confusion, the true nature
of the July arrest still remains
without official Ethiopian explanation. The Ethiopian Embassy in D.C. did not return
multiple requests for comment.
After being told that they
had been followed for an extended period of time without
their knowledge – a surprise
that would shock them over
a month after the arrest – Savoy and McCormick both suspected the true motive of their
arrest was political.
Millar said that LE’s country coordinator in Ethiopia,
Mahdi Ibrahim, is a member of the Oromo, a minority
group. In the past, she said,
he had been a political activist and speaker for the Oromo
people. The group was working in mostly Oromo villages.
“It makes sense.” Savoy
said. “They said it was a security threat, then a wrong
visa… but they would not
have brought guns if it was
something that minor.”
Although absolutely frustrated, the students said their
experience, although shorter
than intended, was worth the
distress.
“I don’t necessarily hold
LE accountable,” Millar said.
“It’s a new organization and
it's student run. They weren’t
really ready to handle it. It’s a
learning experience for them.
Now they know.”u
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from over 2000 different images. FINE ART,
MUSIC, MODELS,
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PERSONALITIES,
LANDSCAPES,
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PHOTOGRAPHY.
MOST IMAGES ONLY $7,
$8, and $9.
SEE US AT Kogan Plaza
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A.M. – 6 P.M. THIS SALE
IS SPONSORED BY
The College Poster Sale
Company.
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**Two-bedroom newlyremodeled condo in
Foggy Bottom. Walk to
campus! Available immediately! New carpet, new
paint, new bathrooms,
new HVAC, new washer/
dryer. Comes partially furnished with leather sofabed, big-screen TV, DVD,
microwave, etc. Security
desk. Call Josh @ 202309-5895.**
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$1,475.00- 2 Bedroom/
All Utilities Included-Short
commute to The George
Washington University
Campus. Walking distance to (Court House)
Metrorail. Also, minutes
to Metrobus, an easy
commute on the (3Y)-The
rate includes all utilities
and parking. Hardwood
floors, gas cooking and
close to shopping. Nice
spacious apartments in a
tranquil Courtyard setting.
Call- (703) 527-Website:
fortstrong.com
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Jobs
Co-lead a classroom of
10-15 elementary school
students. Use federal
work study or volunteer
while gaining valuable
teaching and leadership
skills. Make a difference in the life of a child
and become a Heads
Up tutor! Email mney@
headsup-dc.org for information.
Movie Extras, Actors,
Models Wanted - Up
to $300/day! All Looks
Needed! Call NOW
1-800-458-9303
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Join our promotional
team at DC's most exclusive lounge.
Looking for outgoing and
dynamic personalities aka
social animals
You're going out on the
weekends, so why not
get paid for it.
Send a copy of your
resume and a recent
photo to info@kstreetdc.
com, must be 21 and
over.
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Skydive! One Day First
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22 jumper airplane goes
to 13,500' Gift
Certificates! www.skydiveorange.com (540) 9436587

FREE ONLINE
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In brIEf:

Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com

Men's soccer dominates UDC

Pair of freshmen honored
Two GW freshman goalkeepers
won honors this week for their
outstanding performances as firstyear players.
Cameron Illes of the men's
water polo team was named the
CWPA Southern Division Rookie
of the Week, while men's soccer's Brendan Lafferty earned the
Atlantic 10's Co-Rookie of the
Week, with both awards being announced Tuesday.
Illes racked up 26 saves during
last weekend's Navy Open, 11 of
which came in the Colonials' 10-6
win over Queens (N.Y.) Sunday.
GW finished the two-day event
2-2 and Illes also chipped in three
steals and two assists.
Lafferty recorded a shutout
in his first career start against
Howard Saturday, saving all four
of the Bison's shots on goal in
the game. The New York native,
who was also named to the A-10's
Preseason All-Rookie Team, also
played at the end of GW's 2-0 loss
to American last week and did not
allow a goal.

Upcoming Games:
Men's soccer

Volleyball

--------------------------

--------------------------

vs. No. 11 California
Berkeley, Calif.
Friday, 7 p.m.

vs. Princeton
Philadelphia
Friday, 5 p.m.

Women's soccer
--------------------------

vs. Robert Morris
Mount Vernon
Friday, 4 p.m.

Men's water polo
--------------------------

vs. No. 13 UC-San
Diego
Annapolis, Md.
Friday, 3:45 p.m.
--------------------------

vs. Harvard
Princeton, N.J.
Saturday, 8:45 a.m.

--------------------------

vs. UMBC
Philadelphia
Saturday, 1 p.m.

--------------------------

vs. No. 16 Santa
Clara
Princeton, N.J.
Sunday, 4:45 p.m.

by zack friendly
Hatchet Reporter
After a win and a loss in his
team’s first two games of the season last week, GW men’s soccer
head coach George Lidster said
the Colonials needed to take advantage of more of their scoring
chances.
Tuesday at the Mount Vernon
Athletic Complex, GW did just
that. The Colonials rolled over an
outmatched University of D.C.
team on their way to an easy 7-1
victory.
“We just needed to come out
and score some goals,” senior
Andy Stadler said. “We hadn’t
been shut out in a year or so (before last week), so just scoring a
lot of goals is definitely helping.”
Stadler led the way for the

Colonials, netting a hat trick in
the game. Stadler scored GW’s (21) second, fourth and sixth goals
in the game, giving him four for
the season and moving him into a
tie for ninth place on GW’s career
points list.
“It’s awesome,” he said of his
three-goal afternoon, adding that
he had “never done that before.”
Also providing strong contributions in the win were senior Erick Perez-Segnini and sophomore
Yoni Berhanu, who combined for
seven points. Perez-Segnini got
the goal parade started in the 16th
minute by putting in the rebound
off a shot by Berhanu and earned
the assist on Stadler’s first goal.
With the game seemingly in
hand, head coach George Lidster
began pulling his starters to get
his younger players some time on
the field. The move proved savvy.
Freshman substitute Mattia Melillo tallied his first collegiate score
in the game, when the first-year
player knocked in a volley from
Berhanu from 12 yards out. Fellow
freshman Seth Rudolph would set
up Berhanu for an additional goal
and be very active in the box, reg-

istering six shots of his own.
Also seeing action were all
three goalies on GW’s roster.
Freshman Brendan Lafferty, who
earned Atlantic 10 Co-Rookie of
the Week honors after shutting
out Howard Saturday, played
the entire first half before being
replaced by redshirt junior Scott
Goossens, who is expected to
start GW’s next contest. Redshirt
sophomore Erik Haug replaced
Goossens as the game wound
down, though the Colonials’ 31-5
shot advantage over the Firebirds
made sure none of the goalkeepers dealt with any real danger.
Next up for the Colonials will
be a trip to No. 11/11 University
of California (NSCAA/Soccer
America) Friday in what should
be a strong test of GW’s talent. It
will be the first of two games for
the Colonials this season against
nationally ranked opponents, as
they will travel to Virginia, another top-20 squad, later this month.
“We played well against
Howard and today, but Cal is going to be a very good opponent,”
Stadler said. “We need to keep attacking and scoring.” u

--------------------------

Virginia Invitational
Charlottesville, Va.
Friday-Sunday, all
day

Cross country
Navy Open
Annapolis, Md.
Saturday, 9:45 a.m.

vs. MIT
Princeton, N.J.
Sunday, 11:45 a.m.

Stadler's hat trick
leads the way in
Colonials' 7-1 win

Men's tennis

vs. Fordham
Princeton, N.J.
Saturday, 5:15 p.m.
--------------------------

Chris gregory | hatchet photographer

Freshman Seth Rudolph races past a defender in Tuesday's 7-1 win over UDC. Rudolph assisted sophomore Yoni Berhanu on a
second-half goal for the first point of his collegiate career as the Colonials won their second consecutive contest.

vs. Villanova
Philadelphia
Saturday, 7 p.m.

--------------------------

Men's golf
--------------------------

Navy Fall Classic
Annapolis, Md.
Saturday-Sunday,
all day

Number crunch:

54

The number of
seconds between
the men's soccer team's first
two goals against
UDC. Senior Erick Perez-Segnini
scored the first and senior Andy
Stadler added the second.

Last Word:
“I thought we were close to
perfect on defense. We had
one small breakdown and they
capitalized on it.”
- Women's soccer
goalkeeper Lindsey Rowe on
her team's 1-0 loss
to Georgetown

Volleyball swept
in Minneapolis
tournament
by Saira thadani	
Hatchet Reporter

--------------------------

--------------------------

H

Chris gregory | hatchet photographer

Sophomore Sierra Smidinger looks to dribble past a Georgetown defender in GW's 1-0 home loss Wednesday. After being shut out
by Howard in a draw Sunday, the Colonials have not scored since their 1-0 win at Mount St. Mary's on Aug. 30.

W. soccer falls to Georgetown
Colonials shut out
for second straight
game
by Kara dunford
Hatchet Reporter
For the first 39 minutes of the
GW women’s soccer team’s game
against Georgetown Wednesday,
the Colonials’ defense remained
solid, pressuring Hoya forwards
and generally limiting their scoring chances.
Then, a rare moment of confusion: a cross by Hoya forward
Samantha Baker got past GW’s
defense, allowing forward Toni
Marie Hudson to squeak a shot
past sophomore goalkeeper Lindsey Rowe and provide the decisive
goal in a 1-0 Georgetown win.
“I thought we were close to
perfect on defense,” Rowe said.
“We had one small breakdown and
they capitalized on it. “
“Overall, I think we played
probably our best game defensively,” she added.
For the second straight game,
the Colonials (2-2-1) were unable to score despite managing

to control the midfield and set
the pace for much of the first half
with quick passes. Junior Kristen
Slack provided the footwork and
finesse needed to create openings,
but GW failed to take advantage
of them, something head coach
Tanya Vogel said the team needs
to work on.
“I think the difference in soccer
is capitalizing on your opportunities and we had opportunities,”
she said. “Any time you have opportunities you have to capitalize
and that’s what our team will have
to learn going into (Atlantic 10)
play. When you don’t, a good team
will.”
GW started the second half
with possession of the ball and
quickly got to work offensively,
looking to redeem themselves
after Georgetown’s late first-half
goal. After receiving a short pass
from junior Jillian Morgan, senior
Brittany Eger crossed the ball to
the middle where freshman Moly
Bruh was waiting. What looked
like a golden opportunity turned
into another missed chance for the
Colonials, as Bruh’s shot missed
just wide of the net.
Minutes later, the Colonials
had the ball back in the Georgetown zone. Freshman Kayley Sullivan broke free of the Hoya defense
and passed the ball to Slack, who

sent the ball out on the right hand
side to Eger. Eger crossed the ball
into the box, but no one was there
to take a shot for the Colonials.
Looking back on GW’s inability to put the ball in the net, Rowe
echoed her coach’s comments.
“We just have to finish our opportunities,” she said. “We’ve got
the skill. We know we have the
skill and we just have to get (our
shots) on net. It’s still early in the
season. Hopefully by A-10s we’ll
have it down pat.”
Despite the loss, Vogel feels the
team performed well.
“I’m very proud of my team.
I thought they battled,” she said.
“We set goals before every game
and we wanted to do a much better
job battling for the ball and putting
instant pressure on Georgetown. I
think our team really for the most
part did that.”
The Colonials will try to rebound from the loss Friday afternoon when they take on Robert
Morris at Mount Vernon Athletic
Complex at 4 p.m. Vogel said she
hopes her team can continue to improve their play and come out with
a win.
“We’re looking to give a consistent effort and play as hard as we
can,” she said. “We have to play
that hard in every single game if
we want to win.” u

The good news for
women’s volleyball senior
Abby Syverson was that
last weekend’s trip to the
Diet Coke Classic served
as a homecoming for the
Minneapolis native. The
bad news was that her
team dropped all three of
its matches in the event.
The road trip proved
to be a challenging one for
GW (3-3), which entered
the two-day event undefeated but left it at .500
after playing some of the
toughest competition in
the nation.
In their first match of
the tournament, against
No. 11 Iowa State on Friday, the Colonials lasted
just over an hour, falling
in straight sets by scores of
25-18, 25-18 and 25-15.
Despite the loss, head
coach Jojit Coronel said he
was proud of his team for
“learning how to identify
the little plays that needed
to be taken care of” on the
court.
Things did not get any
easier Saturday when GW
had to face the event’s
hosts, No. 9 Minnesota,
as the Colonials quickly
found themselves once
again on the wrong side of
a sweep to the tune of 2517, 25-19 and 25-16.
GW took the floor
again later that afternoon
in its final match of the
weekend, a tight fight with
Auburn in which none of
the four sets were decided
by more than four points.
The Colonials managed to
pick up a set against the
Tigers, but ultimately fell
3-1 to complete their rough
weekend.
“The team played extremely well against Auburn’s big block,” Coronel
said, adding that “sophomore setter Alyssa Valentine did a great job distributing” against the Tigers.
Given the quality of
the Colonials’ opponents,
Coronel said he was impressed with his squad’s
performance and that the
experience could be built
upon as the team moves
forward.
“Our team played well
in spite of the pressure to
win,” he said. “They took
away some things they
need to take care of for the
future.”
On a more personal
level, Syverson also took
away a positive experience
from the weekend as she
was welcomed and cheered
on by her old friends and
family, most of whom had
never seen her play before.
“It was a lot of fun to
play in that same arena,”
she said.
GW will continue its
travel-heavy
nonconference schedule this weekend
with a trip to Philadelphia
for another trio of matches
against UMBC, Princeton
and Villanova.
The Colonials are “excited to play Villanova and
hungry for wins,” Syverson
said. And after the pressure and quickness of taking on some of volleyball’s
best in Minnesota, she said
they’re more confident to
boot. u
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